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Aspects of Designing of Grain Harvesting 

Mac ¿tines 

U. Pustygin, Professor, 

Doctor of Engineering 

Sciences,   JSSH 

1. Area Under Crops and Yields of Major 

Grain Crops 

The harvesting of grain crops completes the whole 

process of grain production. The amount,  quality and 

cost of the product are dependent in the final  analysis on 

harvesting efficiency. 

Depending on  the  variety of crop,   th*   agrotechnics of 

cultivation and climat-,   weather and otcer cunuiUuns,   the 

physical and oecha:ucj¿  properties an:   the yielcu   -,î   crops 

harvested vary ,v r a wiue  raog«.   .iuct imposes  stringent 

requirements up^n ¿rua harvesting   u^.^aes. 

The  ac , popuxar bgricultural crups i;, developing 

countries,   like  in all  other countries  ar.uLd   ,ne  ,.urid, 

are wheat,   barley,   corn,  millet and sortii am s and  IlCe. 

Table 1  indicates cultivated areas and  tne  a^ra,:.- yields 

of grain crops for 1966 m  some of the  develo: in.; countries 

of Africa,   Asia,   m Africa  and Lau:i America «s a whole, 

and also,for comparison,   in certain well   levuioped 

countries.  The areas unuer major Lrtin crops in „eveiopinc 
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countries range irom 200,000 néctares (Kenya) up to 93.5 

million hectares(India);  in ali   the countries of Africa and 

Latin America the figures are  $7 and 42 million uec«ares, 

respectively.  Tue  average yieiu  oí   these  crops  ;.i^,   varies 

over wic'e   ranges:  wheat from 2.2 (L. bia)  to 2b.¿5 centners 

per hectare   (UAR);   corn from 2(Libia^ to 44.2 centners per 

hectare   (Zambia);  millet and  sorghumt from 3.0  (Morocco) to 

39«2 centners per hectare  t'JAR;,   and rice from 6.4  (the 

Sudan) up to 60 centners per hectare (Morocco). 

The grain crops presented in Table 1   occupy  (percent 

of the whole  area under each major crop): 

(1) in the countries uf Africa« millet and aorghum 

52 percent;   corn 26 percent;  wheal 10 percent;   barley 6.4 

percent;   and rice 5 percent; 

(2) m the countries of Latin Americas corn 57 percent; 

wheat 19 percent;  rice 1J.7 percent; millet and sorghum 

5.5 percent;   barley 5    ercent;   oats 1.6 percent;   an¿ rye 

1 percent; 

(3) in  wat     juntries of Soutii Asia (Pakistan,   India, 

Afghanistan     liurna):   rice 42 percent;  millet and  sorgnum 

33.5 pere-    i   (aaxnly  in India  and Pakistan); wheat  *»7 

percent;   corn 5.2 percent;   und  barley 2.J> percent; 

(4) in  tne countries of .Near East  (Iran,   Irak):   wheat 

67 percent;   barley ¿to.7 percent;   rice 5.8 percent;  millet 

and sorçum  j.5 ¡«.rcent;   ana corn 0.2 percent; 

(5) xn tnt ò&A: corn ,'//.ö percent; wheat 33 percent; 

oats 11.8 percent; ai i let and sorgnum d.5 percent; barley 

6.8 percent;   rice 1.5 percent;   and rye 0.8 percent; 
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(6) in Canada! wheat 63.7 percent;  oats 17 percent; 

barley 16 percent;  corn 1.7 percent;  and rye 1.6 percent; 

(7) in Denmark,   barley 74.8 percent;   oats 15.8 percent; 

wheel, 6.3 percent;  and rye ¿.1  percent; 

(8) in the USSR: wheat 60 percent; barley 16.5 percent; 

rye  11.6 percent;  oats 6.1 percent;  corn 2.8 percent; 

millet ana  borgnum 2,8 percent;   and rice 0.2 percent. 

In the countries of    western Burope,   due  to the high 

level Dì'  the  ógroiechnics of culivation and also   to the 

favourable cximatxc conditions,   not only the highest yield 

of grain cripb  is obtained,  but  the  stability of yields from 

year to year as well  as with respect to crop varieties is 

also  observed  (lor instance,   in Denmark,   37 to 42 centners 

per nectare,   and even the yield per hectare of rye is 30 

centners). 

In tne  USSR,  owing to an exceptionally large variety 

of soil and climatic conditions,   the yields of grain crops 

vary over wide  ranges. 

For example,  in 1967 the average yield in the Ukraine 

was»  wheat 23 centners per hectare,  and millet and sorghum 

14 centners per hectare;   in Kazakhstan» wheat 6.3 centners 

per hectare,   and millet and sorghum 4.2 centners per 

hectare.  ln the Kuban region,   the average yield per hectare 

of wheat is higher than 30 centners,  and the figure On 

many farmi!        reaches 40-50 centners. 

Under tne condition!, of the arid steppes in Kazakhstan 

(the regions of virgin land now being cultivated and called 

"TLelinnye zemly") the deficiency of water limits the 
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possibility of increasing crop yields and malees the 

application of fertilizers ineffective; however, under these 

adverse conditions the Research Institute of Grain Farming 

in Short andy (the Tselinograd region) succeeded in obtaining 

the average wheat yield of 15 to 17 centners per hectare 

ovar tens of thousands of hectares every year. Such an in- 

crease in the yield of wheat has been achieved by the 

proper use of new techniques and special machines for 

erosion control, mechanical cultivation of soil by means 

of a subsurface cultivator without turnover of sod, and by 

the use of trash or mulch cover and other agrotechnical 

means for preservation of water in soil and for control of 

both wind and water ersion. 

In undertaking these measures the Shortandy institute 

took into consideration the experience of many years of 

soil treatment in the rid regions of Canada, and revised 

it creatively for adap.ation to the particular conditions 

of the virgin  mds of Kazakhstan. 

lu iüany de-doping countries the grain crops are 

cultivât-*'!  iter the conditions of arid climate. The 

experier. * gained in Canada and in the Soviet Union in 

increasing crop yields and combating soil erosion under 

similar conditions should be utilized to the best advantage 

in these countries. 

2. Methods of Grain Harvesting 

Two principal methods for harvesting grain crops ars 

distinguished: the windrow or multistage method (mowing 
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and binding with subsequent threshing) and the combine 

harvesting providing for direct or single-stage combining 

and windrow or two-stage combining. 

In the countries of western Europe, North imerica and 

in come other countries the windrow method of grain harvest- 

ing using binders and stationary threshers was predominating 

for many years.  The availability of a large number of  such 

machines on farms and also  the small  size of most farms have 

been and s-ill are  a considerable obstacle ti» the wide 

employment of combines in these countries. 

In 1930s,  for a comparatively short period of time, 

the Soviet Union completed the change-over from hand 

harvesting and the use of  simple maenines (horse-drawn 

reapers and threshers and hand winnowers) to  the most 

progressive method—the use of combine harvesters, by means 

of which more  than 98 percent of all grain crops,  groats, 

oil-producing crops,  podded legumes and grasses for seed 

are harvested  today. 

The combine harvesting of these agricultural products 

has become the principal method all over the  world and is 

now firmly replacing all other methods.  In comparison with 

the windrow (multistage) method the combine-harvester 

direct method has indisputable advantages as regards all 

the indices  (losses,   labour expenditure,  cost  of production, 

etc.).  However,   in complicated and   «/aried harvesting 

conditions,   especially in the USSR witu its sharp differences 

in the climate,  weather end otner regional peculiarities, 

the application of  the direct combine uarvesting introduec/d 

new serious proolems.  Tnese problems necessitate the 



corresponding improvement of grain harvesting equipment 

to meet the requirements under the conditions of a particular 

region. 

The properties of crops harvested vary over very wide 

ranges,  depending on the  species,  variety,   zone of cultiva- 

tion, weather during the vegetative stage  and the period of 

harvesting operations and even during each day of harvesting. 

In many cases—in areas of increased moistening,   in 

harvesting rice, etc.—additional difficulties are encoun- 

tered due  to  tne necessity of providing  the »clement of 

machines along water-logged Joil with a low bearing capacity. 

The above-mentioned difficulties which arise from the 

cooiuine harvesting of grain crops and tne high strain of 

field operations caused by the necessity to garner the fu.. 

yield of grains and straw for a short period of time ied 

many specialists to  cea eh for other noncombine :r?thods of 

harvesting. 

In tne UStìii, three noncombine »Methods have been develop- 

ed and tested. Ti se methods provide for delivery to the 

station and - ocessing, under stationary conditions, of 

bulk cere.J crop in whole or ground form, or of uncleanded 

grain. 

In GDB,   similar work was carried out by usin¿¿ silage 

combines for mowing and grinding grain crops and subsequently 

processing bulk grain at the  station. 

This harvesting technology has been developed at a 

higher level in Czechoslovakia, where a system of machines 

was designed for cutting,  delivering to the  station and 
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processing bulk grain under stationary conditions (batch- 

loader and thre she r-prec leaner with pneumatic discharge of 

chopped straw).  The Czechoslovakia^ specialists do not 

oppose this method to the combine harvesting, but they 

consider it expedient to apply it in those  regions, where 

the grain crop  are  planted on steep  slopes. 

Repeated  testing of "noncombine" methods of grain 

harvesting has demonstrated that no  advantages are gained 

from the use  of these methods as compared with the combine 

method,  and moreover,    contrary to the expectations of  the 

advocates ol   noncombine  tecnniques,   big complications 

arise in their realization. What is contemplated in this 

noncombine  tecnnoiogy,   in lieu  of  tno  combine,   is a 

cumbersome system of macnines which limit  the capacity of 

each other. 

Additional  aifficai ties appeared in connection with the 

necessity  to  proviue  tne  aniform feeding  of dense  (nonioose) 

straw      neap with a variable amount of grain  to the 

stationary macnines. The combine taxes advantage of the 

natural uniformity  of distribution of the  standing crop 

over the field,  whereas in "noncombine" metnods it is made 

use of only in cutting and crushing operations with    partial 

or complete threshing,   and tne most formidable operation— 

eeparation of grain from straw—is to be performed after 

collection of  the  crusneü bulk grain in a pile, which 

involves violation of the grain-to-straw ratio in various 

potrionc of  the pile. 

Investigations into "noncoabine" methods of grain 
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harvesting are still in progress in tos USSR and Czecho- 

slovakia,  ^>ut at the present time there are no grounds  -o 

hope for the  success of  this technology.   Even in conditions 

of rugged terrain with steep  slopes (up to 20-?2  ) this 

technique  is hardly capable of  offering advantages over  t..e 

hillside combine. 

All  the experience  accumulated up to  tne  present tiae 

indicates that the perspective  in the development of gram 

harvesting techniques is in the wide application arid 

continuous improvement of  the combine harvesting method,   and 

tne developing countries should take up the use of tne most 

perfect and productive combines. 

The harvesting conditions in tne  regions   :f  t;v> 

USSR with differences    in the  ciim^ce resemble in many 

respects those in deve oping countries (regions of insuf- 

ficient  end excess moj ..tening;  dry  and irrigation iarmj.ng; 

crop vanet    ~> being cultivated,   and variations in crop 

yields,   etc.      a:! the experience in the use of combines 

under these ¿ondi^ions can be put in practice to the best 

advantage  .A these countries. 

In the USSR,   before 1955 use was made of the direct 

(single-stage) combining,   and later the windrow (two-stage) 

method won remarkably rapid acceptance and found wide usage. 

In major grain-producing regions up to 70 percent and even 

more of the crop is picked up by the windrow method. 

In recent years tnere has been observed a tendency to 

achieve a rational combination of the direct and windrow 

methods. 
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On the on« hand,  ths windrow ccabining involves an 

additional operation,  that of windrowing, which entails 

corresponding expenses,  and on the other hand,  it permits 

the harvesting operations to be  started at an earlier time, 

taking advantage of the period of gold ripeneae of grain; 

prevention of crop overmature and harvesting with lower 

losses.  In order to avoid considerable  losses from the 

shaking oí  grain from the  stalks by wind it  is necessary to 

pick up the grain when it is fulljr rip« within 4 or 5 days, 

but the direct combining would require  a considerably 

greater number oí combines,   trucks and grain-handling 

equipment. Use of the windrow combining over 50 percent of 

the land under grain cr/'op provides a two-fold reduction of 

the required number of these Bachines,   though at the expense 

of use of an additional number of auch siapler and less 

expensive machines— windiuwers. 

Besides,   tue windrow or two-phase harvesting is of 

advantage for picking up weedy crops.  The wetted weeds in 

windrows have time to dry and do not exert an adverse 

influence on the operation of the combine. 

The windrow method should also be applied in the 

areas subject to strong wind and the falling of hail at the 

harvest time.  In these conditions the  stalks loss a large 

amount of grain and even run the risk of being destroyed, 

but in windrows they are preserved. 
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3« Basic Requirements Imposed on 

Grain Harvesting Combines and Ways of 

Raising Technical  Level 

Tne modern groin harvesting combine must aeet very high 

requirements as to capacity,  operational reliability, 

reduction of  losses and damage of grain and  of tne 

maintenance  and  adjustment time,   improvement  of working 

conditions of coabine drivers, possibility of tar-vesting u" 

various crop varieties,  operation under varied conditions» 

aestnetic  appearax.ee,   ate. 

The cai acity of  the combine depends on numerous factors: 

the throughput  of  a threshing devi ce,  distribution of bulk 

grain over tue  field and the condition of the  field, 

conformity of   tr*e  operating width  of cutterbar witn the  yie;u 

ard  the caargiiie'  of thiísaing device,   qualification o'   tae 

driver,  organizatior  d the  transport facilities for 

unloading   tat  crea,   the design of  tae  combine and its 

operation  (breakages,  clogging,   etc.)  and so on. 

The ca  .»city of  the threshing device of the combine  (the 

permissiole feedin,, of bulk grain in kg/sec,   reduced to the 

accepted ratio  of orain to  straw,  with the proper functioning 

being provided)  depends,  in its turn,  upon a number of 

factors,  including the scneme of  operation,   the site (width 

and length) of   the grein separat ing-and-threshing unit,   and 

the properties and condition of  the crop being picked up. 

The uarvesting conditions prevailing in developing 

countries (tropical climate, wide variation« in yield,   etc.) 
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place iurtner requirements, which musv be considered in the 

designing of combines intended for use in these countries. 

Today,   ever increasing use is bein¿ mode of  sealed- 

for-iife bearings and also  of devices for rapid adjustment 

of wording elements,   this permitting a  snarp  reduction of 

the maintenance  and adjustment time. 

Considerable work is being earned on to improve the 

working conditions of combine drivers. 

Ail-weather (airtight)  and air-conditioned cabs are now 

bein develoied,   the steering effort is reduced, drivers' 

seats with an improved cushioning frame  are  introduced, 

which are  adjustable  to tne weight and height of a  driver 

and control of  tne principal working elements of the 

combine is made much easier. 

Serious attention has  recently been paid to  the 

aestnetic   appearance of combines;   besides seeking  to 

modernize  the combine  in its external appearance,   tne 

designers do  uheir best to provide  better safety,   j rotect 

V-belt and  other transmissions against  tne  detrimental 

effects of  ataiospiuric precipitation anu  sumi;,m,   reduce 

vibrations and noise,   and to create better working  conditions 

for the combine driver. 

Many liras with a long-esubiished production  of 

grain harvesting combines try to  introduce refinements into 

the  external appearance  of  tneir combines wi tu .¡aniaaui 

expenses,   and witnout  reconstruction of production   and 

substantial modification of working elements   that  accomplish 

tne tecnnolocicai process. 
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Hg. 1. Combine otrvester "8«ü»tor", Caá«, GÎT. 

•**. «JÍS-, •m-**. 

Mg. 2. Coiíblne Harvester "Matador Gigant",  Cl aas,  OIH, 
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For example,   the CI aas finn ìa German Federal Republic 

switched to the production of a new combine "Senator** 

(Fig. 1) which differs only in external appearance fro« the 

earlier produced combine  "Matador Gigant"  (Pig.   2). Other 

combines put out by this fixa underwent similar changes in 

their appearance. 

The B.lf.,  VOLVO, in fiveden made a ehi fi to the produc- 

tion of a new combine harre a^er "8-950" (Fig. 3) without 

substantially altering the working elements and size of the 

previously produced combine "8-100O(Fig. 4), with the 

exception that the new model was given a »Odern appearance. 

Wig. 3. Combino harvester "fr-950", B.M. ?OL?0, Sweden. 
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In the JS£Bf  »  est of experimental models of grain 

harvesting combine» *Iiva" (Fig. 5)  and "Kolos"  (Pig. 6) 

have been put out by  the  induet 17,   which have nodem 

external forma and  are built in versions with one or two 

threshing drums.  A numoer of refinements have been intro- 

duced into these combines to meet the requirements indicated 

above. 

The combine nerve s ter "Hi va" is equipped with a 

threshing device of the same basic dimensions as the combina 

«Œ-4« and a 4-section atra» rack.  Its width is 1200 mm. The 

driver's cab is located on the   left side and has a good view 

of the edge of the field over which the operator drives the 

combine. Behind the cab is a platform from which the driver 

has easy access to the engine and can come down to the 

ground using a convenient flight of  stairs. 

In the combine harveater "Kolos" the driver's cab is 

situated between the t%     ¿ectione of the hopper ana has 

an exit for the operator to get to  the engine located at 

the rear of the cab. The width of the thrashing device it 

1500 mm, and the straw rack is of the *-sect ion type. 

In thee j both combine harvesters the hopper has a 

capacity of up to 3« , and the driver can switch off the 

ramping device with the combina running, changa the 

elaarameea between the drums and the concave and control 

the prime i pal operating unita of the machine. Che sections 

of the straw rack are mounted on mealed-for-life bearings. 

The automatic control of the spaed of trarrei of the 
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fr¥% 

fif. 4. OoAbiat harvtst«r HS-100O", B.M., VOLVO, Owed ta. 

Hg. 5. Combine uarvester "Nlva",   UóSR. 
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combine  harvester over the field, depending on the 

variation of the yield,   to provide constant feeding,  is 

now entering the production stage. 

The  resulte of  the  laboratory  and comparative fieiu 

tests of  the combine  harvesters built  in the USSR and 

elsewhere have made  it possible to improve  the design of 

"Niva",   "Kolos",  and otner combines wnich are now produced 

in the USSR (SK-4A,   Rostov Cornine Factory,   and SKD-^ 

"6ibiryak",   Krasnoyaisk Combine Factory),   as a result  of 

which tne capacity of these combines was increased by 

30-40%. 

Raeults of Laboratory and Comparative 

Field Tests of Combine Harvester* 

Considerable w-rfc ..ae bee;, ..arriea out  ir.  the  ' oGk 

on investigatio;.  ¿¿xi, clopinent  ,f combine   hai-v -.s   .   r 

with a two--iT,t:r  threshing-and-sepi; rating device.  The 

founder of     •• enee of  agricultural machinery 

Academician     .P.  Goryachkin in 1934   uu, jested an idea  of 

the advantages of a  two-drum threshing-and-beparating 

device.   He maintained that the  first drum,   operating 

under mild conditions (reduced speed and increased con- 

cave clearance),  threshes the greater proportion of the 

most valuable,   fully ripened grein without damaging it 

while the  second drum,  operating under severe conditions, 

shells the   remaining,   smaller part of  the   less valuable 

grain strongly hold  in the  stalks.  As a result,   trie total 
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4«te* oí the sraia being threahed is lesa and losses fi 

returns are lower. 

More than 15 year» ago the two-drum thxeahing-and- 

aeparating unit waa mounted on combines intended for 

harvesting rice;  in front of the conventional beater dru» 

waa placed a pea-tooth drum (Fig*  ?)• 

Later the Krasnoyarsk factory built experimental 

models of grain harvesting combla» a with two beater drums 

mounted side by side.   Laboratory and fields tests showed, 

however,  that the large proportion of the grain that had 

been threshed but had no tine to separate in the first 

drum,  was hit by tbe  counter rotating second drum and 

damaged. This forced the  designers to place  an intermediate 

"1 

»•¿filfrff 

V- 

——-—^r 

\\ 

fig. 7. Diagram of combine for harvesting rice. 
Tkiê+k*x «aft. 
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beater tetMtn these 

the «stent of grain 

(fiê% 8), «sa result of which 

was reduced. 

lig. •r*ffi of thresh-     e*       abine narvester 

^-5 (CKA -5) "6¿bix?*>• "• 

Very ^ood  results are  attained bj     .f   ase of an in- 

termediate heater with back  rotation,  a ro-rs.ng beater 

(Fig. 9).  In this case there  is no counter i¿¿ act  wren the 

beater catche e the heap and feeds it to  the  &ecc:id dnua, 

because in both cases the  speeds of the  heap and beater 

blades or the bars of the  second drum are  subtracted fro» 

each other rather than added. 
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i .' 

The use of two drums,  especially wit a a reversing 

intermediate beater added,  makes it possible not only to 

reduce grain damage,   out also to increase considerably the 

separation efficiency.   Prom the upper part  of tne  reversing 

beater trie neap is fed to  tne  second drum tangentially to 

its circumference in a thin layer at a speed of 15-18 

a/sec,   tne kinetic  energy of  the grain being ueed up in 

passing througn tne concave grate."* 

Tne tests demonstrated  mat at a feea rjste of about 

5 kg/sec  of bulk grain in a one-drum thresning-and- 

separating unit the  efficiency of separation  (through the 

concave grate)  is 80-05 percent of grain,  whereas in a 

two-drum unit the  separation reacnes 95-97 percent with 

only 3-5 percent goin<5 to the  straw rack« 

¿?Ag. 9.  Cche.Tu^c  of  t  'r tnrt .   T of coabiue harvester 

SKFR-5   (CK0Í--5)  "Diva". 
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The direction of feed of the heap from the beater to 

the straw rack is also very important, i-ormerly ~u aA. 

coabine harvesters,  and even today in tue majority of      n^n 

the heap from the drum passes below  toe beater axis ax.i  is 

thrown upward by ite biades  (or spike-teetn)   tj  t.v   cover 

or inclined shield (Pig.   10),   and wnen Btrxicing against the 

cover toe heap iose« its velocity.   Here tr.e  Kinetic energy 

of the grain is used for passing througn to  •.ne  top layers 

of the heap»  and  on the  straw raen the graia aas to go 

down through the entire  tu^ckness of tne niap,   «men 

hampers separation and increases grain losses. 

Now the trend in the designing of ccabine Harvesters 

is to   iirect the heap from tne drum vertically u¿.»ara to 

the other side of the beater axis toward its blades which 

fig. 10. Schematic of coabine harvester ^L-TOOBT 

B.H. VOLVO, 
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»oving counter to the heap throw it onto the beginning of 

the strawwalkers.  The heap is then moved across the 

8trawrack lover at an acute angle.  With this direction of 

the heap the kinetic energy 0f the gram is expended in 

passing through to the lower part of the  layer,  closer to 

the walker surface,  which speeds up considerably the separa- 

tion and reduces losses of grain in the   straw. 

Figure 11   ..sa graph plotted on the  basis of tue 

research work carried out in the laboratory of the All-Union 

Researcü Institute of Agricultural Machine Building,  USSR. 

Three varieties of wheat were used for these investiga- 

tions. 

% 

«3 

: ^ rl -f- M5~eiOcn>dQÍ* Y &6& 

\~lF$t see 
loa a   by gtûir>; st*a*=4:f.ç~ 

Fig. 11. Result*, of comparative laboretory research 

work en threshing-and-sei arating mechanisms 

of combine harvesters SK-4  (CK-4) and SK-4U 

(CK-4y ). 
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The upper curve indicates losses of grain in the straw in 

the threshing-and-separating mechanism of the  serial comoine 

harvester SK-4 with a  separating spiked beater which thru»; 

the heap upward  to the  cover ani deflector. The  lower curve 

refers to the mechanism that has been re-designed.  The 

alterations  introduced were as follows;   the  angle of contact 

of the concave  Cat tne  outlet)  was increased by ^8     (from 

105° up to 143°);   the   spiked beater was re¿lace : with L 

four-blade beater and,   finally,  the  first  step of the 

strawwalker was slightly modiiied.  The  overall dimensions 

and weight of the  threshing mecnanism remai neu the   sace, 

and losses of grain in  the  straw being removed      re  reducea 

approximately by a factor of 4. 

Thi^ mechanism is employed  in tie combine harvester 

"Armada", Ciayson, Belgium. During the cDmrar&Live tests 

carried out  in the Kut,:. region in 1966  this combine  trowed 

a high capacity owing   to the use  of  the   re-desi^no: 

thresnin,,   ucnnj so and also due  to its  larger widtn 

(1285 mm)  (Fxj.    i2). 

Dunn,    the field tests in 1968   .Fig.  13) in the same 

region f'Cuoan)  and with the same wheat variety "Bezostaya IM 

("Awnless I"),  but more yielding  (about  50 centners per 

hectare),  with good laden kernels (tne weight of 1000 

Kernels was 47 g),  the combine "Ax-mada"  showed a higher 

capacity (6 kg/sec).   But this time it was surpassed by the 

combine SK-4  (6.6 kg/sec) with a thresning mechanism the 

width of which was 85 mm less and even by the combine 

S-950 B.M.  VOLVO (Sweden) with a much lesser width (185 mm 
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les4        '.M« Bay 0e accounted fop by the fact tiiat iQ 

tue combi«,   »Aiuaaa» there i« no  receiving beater,   u» 

angle of contact in the  first section of tae ccn,ave is 

small and tue  separation of tne grain is lifted to  tfa. 

second section wnich is mounted mostly vertically. 

 */*** ft mm ji*t, 

* 
¿ V 

i'.* ta 

3 

-A.- 

4 

*ig.  12.   Resulta ut 

"*       ^rc 

H   IX fH   6"» 

comparative  tests of Cuabmes 

in 1**,,  KubNIiTM.   Direct combining, „neat 

"Bezostaya 1M. 
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In this case tne wheat was easily threshed under tue 

tetter and the greater proportion of the grain was 

separated at tue  outlet of tne  tareshi-nt; mecnanism and 

through tne concave grate pusnea iorvard  (in combines 

81-4 and  S-950). 

With  a more  difficultly  ture Enable wheat  (1}b6) the 

threshing operation is performed on the front part of tue 

concave,  while on the rear p&rt, which has a larger size in 

the combine Armada,  there occurs separation. 

5 * 7 2 $        10 
¿ >«* *y   $&-'**-, ***** 

Fig. 13.   Results of  comparative testi   of combine harvester« 

in   ;968,   KubllTIM.   Direct combining;  wneat 

"Bezostaya 1";   tne moisture content of 

July 4~6 Juiy tO 

straw 35-48% 14-20% 

kernel 12-13% 10-11% 
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was not inier,or to mot of t-.e combine SK-5 "Niva" fitted 

with a ÒOO-mm cylinder. Tne^e chsn-et nave ueen introduced 

into   Lue   ueei-n of   vue **-4   (Ck-<'n   combine   Wi,tClJ  are  now 

produced   .£   ..-¿f.   SK-4A  (CT~4A>   n.-.-.i,  .\y   tne   "ffuatseicash" 

'ivwü   ;ir tnrf-t   y e art  ago   lOio  Sweden   í :nn   h:,.   Voi.VO put 

out   u,e   b-UOC  cuuxiie   (Figs.   4 and   10)   fumicato-  with 

a  receiving  beaw-r,   wnc i-e   toe   n-op  *ae   tnr- «i:   D,   '.NO jmiti- 

blöde   &e: c.i7iti¡¡-    beat--r onto   Lue   inclined   oüieij.   I'he 

external   appearance   ,,1' tut  S-1000   (Fig.   4)  *ai.  out  of oat«. 
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Fig.  14.  Schematic of the combine harvester 

&-950 BM VOLVO,  Sweaen. 

working units of this combine were designed at a high 

tecnnical level.  But  tne uesign of it.     threshing 

mechanism cannot be considered efficient  (Pig.  16).  Like 

in the "Armada" combine harvester,   tne  receiving beater 

is omitted in this model.  Besides,   for  one  reasons that are 

difficult  to  explain;   the 4-blade  beater  tu&t  throws  the 

heap onto   one  inlet of strawwalker has been replaced witu 

a multi-blade beater nhicu  throws  tue ¿¿eap onto   one  in- 

clined shield,   the  scheme  that was made use  of earner in 

the b-1000 combine aarvester.  Altnou^h t.*is  scheme uad 

been abandoned in Sweden,   it was applied iater in the GDR. 
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Wig. 15. Ooabiae Harvester 1-512, GDH 

Fig.  16.  Schematic of the  combine harvester E-512, 

GDR 
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As a result,  the angle of contact of the cylinder in the 

E-512 combine is unreasonably  small,  and this reduces the 

throughput of its threshing unit.  It is believed that this 

error will soon be corrected,   since it is not difficult to 

increase tue angie of contact  at tne outlet,   replace the 

beater with e 4-blade one and change  the direction of the 

heap.  Tne absence  of the  receiving beater still makes it 

impossible  to  increase tne angle of contact of  the 

cylinder,  io 138-143° (cf.  S-950,  CK-4A and CK-5 "Niva"), 

but this arawbac* will be compensated for by the use  of a 

wider thresuing unit (1300 am). 

Table 2 gives tne  relative capacities of  some 

combines on  the  uasis of  tue   results cf  tue  tests carried 

out in 19b6 in the Kuban region (Fig. 12)   at a  tolerable 

levei of gram losses in the   threshing unit  (1.5 percent) 

and in the  strawwalker (0.5 percent). 

Table 2 

/ 

Model of combine, firm, 

country 

Feed (kg/sec) at  losses 

1.5 percent,   threshing 0.5 percent, 
unit strawwaiKer 

105,   John Deere,   USA 2.9 2.6 

"Matador Gigant", 

Claas,   GFE 3.0 2.8 

Gleaner HC",  Allis 

Chalmers,   USA 3.2 3.0 

CK-4,   USSR 4.0 3.7 
"Armada",  Clayson, 

Belgium 5.3 4.6 
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The  results of the  tests accomplished in 1968 (Fig. 13) 

axe presented in Table 3» 

By comparing the results given in Tables 2  and 3,  »e 

can see  that  the combines CK-*  and "Armada**, IUICQ were 

tested in both cases, showed better results in  1968.  This 

can be accounted for as follows. First,  as indicated above, 

in 1968  the grain of "Beaostaya 1* wheat being  harvested 

was larga and full-weight  (the weight of 1000 grame «as 

4? g) and easier to threah and  separate.   Second,   in 1 }6ri 

the tests were carried out at  the very beginning of full 

ripening of wheat,  when ite stalks had not yet  lost their 

intercellular moisture.  The grain wee alreadj dry 

enough  (moisture content 12-13 percent),   ar.d the straw 

wet (51-48 percent) due  to the  intercellular ratner than 

surface soi sture,   ine surf ace  of this straw was dry enough 

and consequently the passage  of the grain  througn the 

straw heap was auch easier.  When the  ripened and suffi- 

ciently  dry   stalks aie wetted  from over the ¿round 

(rain,   dew^,   tue net moisture  content can be increased, 

though   sligxitly,   but this will  be enough fur the coefficent 

of resistance  to increase noticeably,  and i.encf   tnreshing 

and separation will be more difficult to  accomplish. 

During   t^e  tests in Siberia in 1966  it #as noted that 

tne thresnin^;  losses in  the  same combines in a  test  lasting 

18-19 hours witn tne *eatner getting cold  and  t^e relative 

humidity of   tne air increased,   rose 2 or 2.5 times as 

compared witn the  results obtained 2 or 3 hours earlier 

(in a test lasting 13-16 hours). 



Table 3 

Model, fix«, 
Moieture content, 

% 
Feeding (kg/sec) 

country 
Data at losses 

straw grain 1.5%, •- »5%» 
threaning strewwalker 

"lunada",  Ciayaon, 

Belgium July 6 40 13 6.1 5.9 
E-512,   GDR July 5-6 40-48 13-14 6.1 4.8 
£-950,   BU  VOLVO, 

Sweden July 4—6 32-48 12-15 6.5 5.7 
';K-4,  JSSR July 5-6 48 13 6.6 6.0 
CK-5,  USSR July 6 36-41 12-13 7.0 
CK!)-5,   USSR July  5-6 41 13 7.2 6.6 
CK/lP-5.   USSR July  5-6 36-41 12 10.0 8.5 
CKi7P-6-8,  UßiiR July 5-6 41 13 11.0 9.8 
CK-4,   USSR July 1C 13.7 10.5 4.7 4.7 
CKHP-5,   USSR July 10 20.0 11.0 8.0 6.7 
i-                I I 

..   

The moisture content of the straw and grain ae 

determined by conventional aathoda (in drying chambers) 

practically remained constant. Tha moisture precipitated 

onto the surface of the staUca ae a thin fil« and thia 

enough to impair the indice a. 

Unfortunately, efficient methods for determining tha 

•urf«ce moiatura axe not available at preaent. Thay could 

•bow that in teats of July 4-6 (Table 3),  inapite oí tha 

vry high net .oi8ture contant of the etra. (31-48 paroent), 

ite aurface molature content waa «all.  Four or flve <Uy> 

Utar (July 10) two combine« Ct-4 and Cinp-5    wara 
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subjected to control tests,   the results of which are 

shown in Fig.  13  (dashed line)  and in Table 3  (the two 

lines from bottom). Only 4 dajB elapsed  since  the time of 

the basic  tests,   but these were very hot, days and the 

moisture content of the  straw was reduced,   the hetp (grain- 

and-returns)   became finer and tne  threshing  losses at the 

sane feed increased 3 times  and the capacity dimuxdshed 

by 2O-J0%. 

The test conditions (July 4-6) were highly favourable 

in all respects (large  laden grain, insignificant chopping 

of straw,  uniform feed,  etc.-),   losses were  lowest, the 

capacity highest aaong the  resulte obtained at different 

times in other regions. 

In the   eame year (1968)  during the test conaucted in 

the Ukraine with tne winter wheat "Mironovskaya 808" 

(yield 32 centners per nee tare;   large,  but  sickly grain) 

all tne combines under test   snowed much lower results 

(Fig.  1?) which are typical  for the conditions most 

frequently encountered. 

The capacity at 1.) per cent threshing  losses wast 

3.5 kg/sec  for CK-4; 4.6 kg/sec for E-512J  5 kg/sec for 

CK-5 "Nlva";   5.1  kg/sec for CKP -5; 5.5 kg/sec for CKnp-5| 

and 6.4 Kg/sec  for CK0P-6-Ô. 

Figure 1ö  snows tne  resulti, of testing of tne same 

combines (except for the last)  in the harvesting of »inter 

rye. 

The capacity, also at 1.5 percent threshing lo6sesf 
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Pig.  17«  Resuj   s of comparative testing of combine 

harvesters m 1968; "Cthe  Ukrainean Machinery Testing 

Station;  winter wheat "Mironovakaya 808*^ yield 

3£   32 centners per hectare^. 
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'T combine  aarves— Fig.  18.  Results  of comparative  testing 

tere,  1968;   the  Central Mecniatry nesting Station 

(tue Moscow x'eçion);   winter rye   "Gibridnaya 2". 
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wast 4.0 kg/sec for CK-4; 4.4 kg/sec for CK-5;  4.8 kg/sec 

for B-512;  5.9 kg/sec for CKP-5;  and 6.1  kg/sec for 

CKHP-5«  ^re  the B-512 combine showed relatively better 

results aainly due  to more uni fora feed of  the   stalks from 

the reaping section to the  threshing unit.  It was noted that, 

inspite  of its great operating width  (5.7 m),   tne E-512 

combine  harvested long-stem rye welj.,  whereas in the 

headers of tne other coabmes with  tneir snepe   reproducing 

ground contour the  stalks were  delayed un  their *ay from 

the auger to  the  inclined elevator and  tue feed was uneven. 

However,  when short-Btem and  laid grain cro^s were 

harvested by   the  B-512 combine,   losses increased because of 

the absence  of tne  longitudinal ana   lateral fitting of 

the header snape to ground contour. 

Figure  19  shows the  results of   testing of combines at 

the Tselinograd Mashinery Testing Station in Kazakhstan 

for harvesting short-stem awneo   sprin: wheat "Bezen- 

chugskaya 98".  In those  tests   tne  capacity of all the 

combines was nigh     (at tne  same  level of  threshing losses, 

1.5 percent):   4.9 kg/sec  for CK-4;   b.O kg/sec for B-512; 

6.3 kg/sec for CK-4M (modernized CK-4 model with increased 

angle of contact,   143°,   and expanded cleaning unit); 

6.6 kg/sec for CK-5; 6.7 kg/sec for CKD -5; and 7.9 kg/sec 

for CKnp-5- 

Analysis of the test results given in Figs.  13,   17t  18 

and 19  shows that in all  the cases when harvesting winter 

and spring wheat varieties and rye  in the regions of the 

USSR differing in the clísate  the highest capacity was 
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4 5 6 7 
¿oac¿  ¿y g ta in: St tans- /.£5~ T^ 

Fig.  19.  Results of comparative  testing of combines at the 

Tselinograd Machinery Testing  Station,  1968, 

picking windrows of spring wheat "Bezenchugskaya 

98". 

demonstrated by the two-cylinder combines CK£ -5,   CKflP-5 

and CKflP-b-8, especially the last  two combines, which were 

equipped with an intermediate reversing beater. The same 

combines,   with  trie first rasp-bar cylinder being  replaced 

with a spiked cylinder,   also  showed good results in the 

harvesting of rice. 

Witn equal  dimensions   (length ana width)   of  the 

separating; surface tnese combines  showed a mgher capacity 

(by 5°-70%) as compared witn the  formerly produced CK-4 

combine. 
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The  introduction of slight changes into the design 

of  single-cylinder combines, namely,   increase of 'tue 

concave  anele  and tne  throw of tne heap (groin-and-returns) 

by   the four-blade beater to tne  inlet  of the  strawwalker, 

permits increase  of  capacity by 30-40 percent. 

5. Separation Reguliarities and Determination 

of   tue   Capacity of Combine Harvesters 

Modern combine   Harvesters built by numerous  firms in 

various countries have many features  in common:   auger 

J heauer,  floating inclir.eu oonveyor, cylinder,  strawwalker 

and  one two-        cleaner.  A great variety of combinations 

of   the width and  length uf  threshing-and-separating units, 

and  di.fl e rent concave  angles and  other differences,  afre, 

however,   encountered,   which affect the   operation  of 

j combines,  aini mike  it   difficult  to comparât. vely assess  theip 

caj acities. 

'¿he   capacity  of   crain combines is most   frequently 

limi L-d  by  tne   losses  in  the strawwalker,  because   it is these 

losses  t;»at incitase   more   rapidly  tnan   tue   leedft.iie in- 

crease is   a power function of  tne  feed). 

In isolated caseb,  when the   straw  it very dry and  the 

cleaning  unit  is overloaded,  it  is tac  cleaner,  ratner  tnen 

tne   surxiwwalKer,   mat   limits the   feeu.   tfitn  difficultly 

tnresnable  crop   varieties   tae feed caii  be  restricted by 

Sue   losses from    unthreahed grain »though this occurs seldom, 

bec au te  in  setting  t^e   required clearances  in the   thresning 
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mechanism and the cylinder speed the amount of returns,  as 

tne feed is speeded, increases insignificantly. 

In the USSR,  the 0.5 percent losses each In the straw- 

walker,  in the  cleaning unit and from unthrtshed grain,and the 

total 1.5 percent   threshing losses are considered tolerable. 

The capacity of grain combines are  specified on the basis 

of these losses. 

Much work has been done In the USSB for    investigating 

the regularities of separation of coarse grain—and- re turns 

with a view to determining the output of threshing-and- 

separauing units.  As a result,   a number of mathematical 

relationships have been proposed. 

•rt is well known that the capacity is linearly dependent 

on the width of the threshing mechanism, the relation between 

its length and capacity is represented by a very complex 

law. 

Investigations carried out    at the All-Onion Be se arch 

institute of Agricultural «achine Building allowed   us to 

arrive at t^e following relationship between relative losses 

V  (feed of grain to separator inlet is assumed to be 

unity) and separator length L8 (distance from t*ie point the 

stalks enter the tnreahing unit and the end of strswwelker) 

end feed of straw per unit width of the separator 

l c—>« 

Ç. 

f* 
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wher« k( o, n s experimental coefficients 

e m baa« of natural logarithme 

Fron the abóte equation it follows that 

1                    a log L 
O   .    * log     
/*        n log« k 

log    -y 

Uth fiten losaas  Ç , straw gsctor   X   (ratio of 

atraw weight to total weight of grain),  length L and width 

h „*  separator the permissible feed (capacity) is equal toi 

qs B B m log L 
q «   —r- «    log     . 

A An log e k 
log -«- 

1 m 
Assuming that   -    = fl       and       . 0    , 

A n log e        <• k 

w» gwtt 

A «   f[ B log ( 0 log L). 

for the majority of present-day combine harvesters 

(Œ-4, masse? Ferguson 50u,    John Dear«, etc.), in which 

th« concave angle ranges from 100 to 120° and tue heap ia 

thrown to the cover or inclined shield,  these coefficients 

amy be assumed to be equal to: 

n « 4.81      0» 6.8. 
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For the CK-4 combine (B • 1.2 m; L s 4.41 m) tne 

capacity Q = 4.8 B (6.8 log L) = 3.7 kg/sec, which is 

actually the case under average conditions (Fig.  12). 

Por the Massey  Ferguson 500 comoxne   (B = 1.14 m, 

L = 3»33 m) the capacity    Q   is equal to  3.0 kg/sec.   When 

this combine was tested in the Kuban region in 1965  together 

with  the CK-4 combine,   it had the  same  losses of grain in 

the  strawwaiker at  a feed of 3 kg/sec as the CK-4 machine 

at a feed of 3.7 kg/sec. 

For the "Matador Gigant" combine,  Claas,  GFR  (P =  1.25 m, 

L s 3-83 m) Q = 3.6 kg/sec. ^n comparative tests conducted 

in the Kuban region in 1966 the losses in the  strawwaiker 

in this combine was 0.5 percent  (   Ç  = 0.005) at a feed 

of 2.8 kg/sec (Fig.12). 

As was pointed out above,  the throw of the heap by the 

rear beater onto the inlet of the  strawwaiker aids in 

improving the separation and increasing the output of the 

separator. For this throw to be accompli sued there must be 

provided an ample  space between the   rear beater and the 

surface of the first  step of tue  strawwaiker.  If tn« ai stance 

between them is small   (space is confined) the heap  is 

retarded in its movement and accumulated as a thick layer. 

When a fresh portion is fed,  it meets the previous one  and 

is thrown back to the cover of the  threshing unit,   as a 

result of which the   separation efficiency is reduced. 

Favourable conditions for the  throw of the heap onto the 

strawwaiker inlet have been developed in a number of 

combines:  "Arinada",  Clayson (Belgium);   "Titan",  Bautz;  Fa**, 
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M 66 (GIR)-, »S-950«, BM VOLVO (Sweden), etc., and also in 

combines built in the USSR: CK -5 (Krasnoyarsk factory); 

CK-4A (Rostov factory) and in experimental models "Niva" and 

"Kolos". 

Besides, in new Combines built m the USSR and in the 

S-950, BM VOLVO (Sweden) combine the angle of contact, or 

envelop of the cylinder by concave (concave angle) is 

increased to 138° (S-950), 14J0 (CK-4A) and 146° ("Niva" and 

"Kolos"). As may be seen from the test insults indicated 

above, the use of tue se two refinements makes it possible to 

obtain the highest output of the separator. For these 

combines the coefficients in calculations of tne output may 

be assumed to equals 

1   = 6.8;   Q   = 6.3 

For the S-950 combine  (B = 1.1 m;   L = 4.08 m) Q = 4.4 

kg/sec. 

For   L,e CK-4A,   CK-4M  and CK-5 combines  (B = 1.2 m; 

L = 4.41   ra) Ç = 5.0 kg/sec. 

In the "Aniiûda", "Titnn", hi 66 and oL.er combines there 

is no rtceivmr; beater and ù* concave an^le is 50-40° less, 

whicu   rcQuces Lne ca acit.y   as com{ a red  w,tn   tue   theoretical. 

Tuo   ni jiicsicci  acj.ty   is proviueu   by combines witn two- 

cylinder tnresnm .-and-se, nralinß units,   tne coefficients 

for wnicn may be  ossu..ed   to  be eqi.oi   uo: 

^  =  7.6; 9  =  b.i 
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For the CK* -5 and CXfl P-5 "Niva" (B = 1.2 a; 

L « 4.41 •) Q = 5.5 kg/sec. 

Por the CK    P-6-8 combine  (B « 1,5 i¡  L » 4.37 •) 

Q s 6.9 kg/sec. 

In tests tne capacity of combines is established on 

the basis of the feed corresponding to 1.5 percent threshing 

losses (0.5-0.7 percent of these losses comet from   unthreshed 

grain in the cleaner),  the  share of tue  strawwalker being 

0.8-1  percent.   J-n this method of calculation the resulting 

capacity is 10-15 percent higher than according to  tne 

above-given lonnula.  It seems more correct that the 

calculations  should be based on the  losses in the  straw Wmffl 

(0.5 percent),   and only in relatively rare cases,  w.ien the 

straw is heavily cnvopped and the cleaning unit is overloaded 

and loses more grain than the  strawwalker,   the capacity 

should be deteimmed on the basis of threshing losses 

(1.5 percent). 

The theoretical capacity refers to the operation of 

combines under average conditions.  The actual or service 

capacity of combines varo.es over very wide ranges,   depending 

upon tne properties and condition of the crops being picked. 

Under unfavourable conditions  (awned varieties of wheat and 

barley,   sickly grain) the capacity of a combine of tne CK-4 

type is 2.5-3 kg of bulk grain per second or 3.6-4.3 tons of 

grain per hours, while under favouraole conditions (awn*3ss 

wheat with large laden kernels) it rises up to 6-7 kg of 

bulk grain per second or up to 8.5-1° tons ^f grain per hour. 
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In ems« of grain crops with a amali amount of straw the 

output of grain reaches 12 or 13 tons per one hour of the 

net operating time. 

The properties of the crops picked at  tue harvest time 

and even during one day vary so widely that it is very 

difficult to coapare the results of tests conducted  in 

different regions and at different times.  The properties of, 

say, metals vary over a considerably narrower range  than those 

of the crops.  However,  modern mechanical  engineering  is 

impossible without the use  of numerous aeans f jr determining 

the properties of the materials being worked  (hardness, 

strength,  viscosity, etc.). The need for tne  use of  appropriata 

means for determining the objective indices cnaracterizing 

the properties of the crops being threshed has long been 

felt. Two devices nave been developed for this purpose at 

TISKhCMI  (All-Union Research Institute of Agricultural 

Machine Building)  ior measuring tne  thresnability of grain 

crops (Fig.   20)  and grain crusnability (Fxg.   21).  These 

devices were called"classifiers".   In tne  thresnability 

measuring device the stalk is secured to    tne end of the 

lever. When  the lever is thrown from one o I tne 10  steps 

(classes),   the  stalk is  set in motion by the  spr^n*;   its 

Telocity ranges from 2 to 20 m/sec.  Striking against tne 

bumper the lever with the  stalk is stopped,   and the grains, 

meted upon by the forces of inertia, use tne kinetic energy 

acquired and are separated from within tne  stalk at the 

corresponding steps. 



The difficulty of tnresnin£  (thresaability) is 

characterized by tne  -istr.buiion of  tne  tnresncu ¿rt..u a,ncn,^ 

tue ciastes (steps).   !;us device- aleo por-.i is le termination 

of the  energy required  f.. r   me  re:.vVhl  of   , .••  gram ÍTJU. 

t.»e stai* witfi   ite ¡..ass and velocity at  «.neh it was separa- 

ted  bCii.?;  ííijwr., 

ID the  crushabiiicy "clas-ifier"   the  grain is placed in a 

clamp and etxnicr.  by  t„*e edgn of  a p^ate wmen is atw;:h*'d  to 

tiie  end    of  the   ..ever actuated by  tne   s; ring.   Beirrt 

Striding  tne piate  uas one  of   me  10  cj.ee Jt> iroxfc  y  t^  ¡?C 

u/sec,  depending    upon waich step  che  lever was moveu to 

prior to  the impact.     Tnese devices cai»  De  used    by piant 

breeders lor the assessment of the projvrties of new 

varieties of grain crops being develped.   ïne   tares..ability 

classifier ñas been Highly   estimated by   ^le  ttrain  testi ..g 

couunieeiun as a device permitting assessing not oniy 

tnreshability but also tue  shattering ability of the grain 

in the e tending crop. 

Unfortunately,  no devices are available at the present 

time for estimating otner properties of grain crops such 

as,  for example,   separability,   euri ace moisture content. 

Tne development  of  sucn devices must be given more attention. 

The use of tne most acceptable  unified procedure for 

conducting laboratory and field testb of combines is of 

great importance for obtaining most reliable data ana 

providing tne possibility of their comparative  estimation. 

It would be  strongly desirable  to develop suc.'i unified 

procedure on tne  bacis of generalization of  the experience 
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»ig. 20. Davice for aeasuring thresuability 0f grain crop« 

(toresuability "classifier"). 

Fig.  21. Device for measuring grain cru£liaoility 

(crusaability "classifier"). 
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gained and to use it for zefeting of combines nudar a 

variety of conditions characteristic for the developing 

countries. 

6. Harvesting Grain Crops by Using 

Industrialised lletnoda 

The process of grain ifirve sting even in the oiost 

developed countries is accomplished under big strain and 

requires considerable labour expenditure and a great number 

of various technical facilities.  All  these circumstances 

are an obstacle     to reducing the cost of product,   and leads 

to the prolongation of the harvesting  time  and  increase of 

grain losses. 

The processes of cutting,   threshing and  separation 

accomplished by   trie combine  harvester require  relatively 

less labour expendí iure— less  tnan one man-hour per hectare 

or 0.5 man-hour per ton of  groin,  whereas tno  ¿abour required 

for double  transportation of  tue grain,   iirst frjm trie 

combine  to trie grain-handling plant     and  then   tü   Lne  £rel 

storage or     to  tue elevator,   is 5 or 4 times greater. 

The combine  hopper with a capacity of 1.2-1.5 ton of 

grain,  as filled up in 10 or 12 minutes.  The 3-ton truck 

taxes the gram from two comoines and in order to provide 

continuous operation of the  i at ter three  such trucks are 

required if   trie   radius of  gram transport is fruía 3 to 5 km. 

Attempts to deliver trie grain from combines to t.*e  elevator 
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at a transport radius of 15-30 km bave been unsuccessful, 

since too many trucks «ere needed,   and the synchro»!an of 

their approach to combines was violated,   as a result of 

which much operating  time was lost. 

In recent years hoppers of increased capacity (2f> tona 

I of grain-*  have been installed on combine harvesters. 

However,  without  lncr^asm; tne load-carrying ca¡ acity of 

grain trucks this measure  is ubeless,  because a 5-ton truck 

will  teute  tûe grain not  i rom   two combines,  but only from one 

and tne  number of   t nicks   required will  not  be   red.e ed. 

io reauce  the  required number of  trucks wide use is 

now made m the USSR oí  truc it-trains  (a  truck with one or 

two trailers),   but  tney  are used for delivering tne grain 

from tne  processing plant  to  tne elevator,   since  tneir use 

for unioauiii;; tne gra-n frja  tne combine is nampered by 

txieir low manoeavreabiiiL^'  a.vi  unwieldiness. 

Of  i.aer sc  in  this   n '.:; • ct is  the  worn  earned on 

currently  m ùDR for realization of   tne  industrialized method 

of grain ¡.-oUuCUon.  Tms -::>.•' ..A consists in using a line of 

5 combines  a-^12,   discaro-:,     the  grain from  all these 

Combine* into  oru    truck  (12-15   tons)  and transporting 

it directly   LO   ...<•  j.nu..d,r.al centre  ior cleaning,  drying and 

processing tne  graia,  W..ICú is capable of receiving and 

processing up to 100,0(0   tons for a  season.  This industrial 

centre includes a c ocas xneá-f odder plant wmch services tne 

animal Carminga of a particular area. 

The necessity of a sharp increase of the load-carrying 
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capacity of truck« employed for transporting the grain fro» 

the combines is highly evident,   the more so that in the 

harvesting of otuer agricultural crops (silage,  potatoes, 

cane,  and others)  tüe effectiveness of use of  these 

•achines is beyond any doubt. 

Por the  lest 20 years the  load-carrying capacity of 

trucks eailoyed in industry  and in construction has 

increased manyfold and is now 15-25-40 and even 75 tons; in 

agriculture matters have changed little. 

The  labour expended in picking straw left by combine 

harvester« is severe-fold higher as compared with grain 

harvesting;   therefore  in some countries all  the  straw or 

the greater part of  its is left in the field. Many 

countries have to paie« tne  straw and use it. 

In all the countries where tfie  straw is removed fro« 

the field  an,  used,   a  tendency  apj eared to relieve the 

combine of unwieldy facilities  intended for removal  of 

straw,   to place  it in windrows and  tnen pick up by otner 

machines which are also designed for nnrvestin£ hay 

(balers,   chopping pickups,   stacK-foraun,- picxaps). 

A great  amount  of labour   Ai,    expended   in picking  up the 

Straw in  Gdr using a  baler K422,   where  bales  ere   tnrown 

over into   the   trailer  (Pig.   22).   Tni^ macine   u,  operated 

by one driver.  %nd placement  of bales is excluded. 

Much  labour forre is  required  Sur stacking  tne  straw, 

loading  it   into   the   transporting  i ac i litios,    ieiivering it 

to animal   farming& and for  stacking  it  again.  Therefore in 

the ÜSSP many attearts have   been   :¡ade  i .> pic;   up   the  straw so 

as to  fr^m-stack«!  resistant  to   •it;L.£{..i-;lC   ; rocpiteUon, 
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fig. 22. Baler K 442 with throw of bales into trailer, GOT. 

to leave them till the end of harvesting operations along the 

•dge of the field and later to deliver without damaging them 

to tue farm and leave there for iurtner storage till they are 

needed for use. 

Of interest is an automatic stacker built in tne USSR, 

whicn makes a round tight stack of crushed straw 20 ar in 

volume and about 2 tons m weight. In sucn a stecK the straw 

is stored well (only a small proportion in the top layer is 

damaged). The straw can be taken from the field without 

being danaged at a convenient time and deliveïtd to the 

farm by special stack-mover (Pig. 23). 
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Fig. 23. Transportation of stacks mad« by automatic 

stacker ACH -20, USSR. 

The usefulness oí removal of the straw or any part of 

it should be decided for each particular case, with concrete 

Conditiuns being taken into consideration. 
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7« Recommendation« 

On tae  basis of  the experience gamed in the countries 

with a highly developed state of industry the developing 

countries should taxe up the use  of  the most improved and 

productive  cab.ne harvesters and windrow harvesters and 

a rational combination of direct and windrow cabining 

methods. 

Transportation from  the combines,   clt-aniug,   drying 

(where necessary;  and  processing of graiL  is expedient  to 

accomplit*   through the  use  of industriai  methods,   and trucks 

of high-capacity with direct delivery of grain to  the 

industrial  combination plants.  Experience  shows  that new, 

most advanced,  methodise easily introduced in the  areas 

where mechanization    has just  started  and   .here are no 

establi ,ned   traditions. 

In order  to choose  the most efficient machines for use 

in developing countries and  to work out aetaiied well- 

grounded recommendations it  is necessary! 

--  to  study   the concrete Conditions  typical  lor the 

harvesting of grain in these countries,   and  to obtain the 

data characterizing the  sizes of  lands under crops to be 

harvested,   uhe features of ground contour,  variations in the 

properties and condition of crops and of the  soil at the 

harvest  time; 

—to conduct tests of combines and other harvesting 

machines under the conditions  typical  lor developing 

countries and   to  elaborate  a tentative procedure for carrying 

out these tests on  tne  basis of    generalization of   tne 
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experience gained, 

—to find out the straw requirements in animal farming 

and elsewnere the expediency of pickup of all the straw or 

any part of it in whole, crushed or pressed form. 

To create the conditions contributing to the efficient 

application of advanced methods of grain harvesting and of 

the most improved and productive combines and other 

machines, it is necessary to determine the most acceptable 

forms of machine utilization to suit the particular 

conditions in developing countries (organization of big state 

economies, organization of hiring of machines, production 

cooperations and other forms of cooperative use of 

agricultural machinery by small-scale economies). 
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